ADDENDUM NO. 2 TO PROJECT NO. 44599

CONSTRUCTION WORK and ELECTRIC WORK
PROVIDE TEN BAY VEHICLE STORAGE BUILDING
DOT REGION 9, TIOGA COUNTY
1497 STATE ROUTE 96
OWEGO, NY

December 2, 2016

NOTE: This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents. Insert it in the Project Manual. Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the Bid Form.

SPECIFICATIONS:

1. CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS:

   SECTION 072100 BUILDING INSULATION, Article 2.01 Materials, Paragraph C. Vehicle Storage Roof - Rigid (Board) Insulation, item No. 2: DELETE the words “with aluminum foil on the other side”.

   SECTION 133419 PRE-ENGINEERED METAL BUILDING, Paragraph 2.02 Primary Building Framing, H. Shop Painting, 1. CHANGE “Rigid frames shall be left unprimed and unpainted” to “Rigid frames shall be primed”.

2. CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS:

   Drawing No. C-101:

   a. Change the note: “36’ +/- REMOVE AND CAP WATER LINE FOR USE IN NEW BUILDING. COORDINATE WITH PLUMBING CONTRACTOR FOR LOCATION WITHIN VEHICLE STORAGE BUILDING.” to read “36’ +/- REMOVE AND CAP WATER LINE FOR USE IN NEW BUILDING. COORDINATE WITH DIRECTORS REPRESENTATIVE FOR LOCATION WITHIN VEHICLE STORAGE BUILDING.”.

   b. Add the following note: “BETWEEN NCB#1, NCB#2, CB#3 AND NCB#4 FOR PIPE LABELED AS “ST” PROVIDE 12” PVC PIPE, INSTALL PIPE TO EACH OUT AND IN INVERT ELEVATION.”.
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Drawing No. S-101:

a. FOUNDATION / CONCRETE NOTES: ADD to note No. 12 – “Provide 6” SDR pipe from trench drain sumps to grit chamber (+/- 130 lf). “.

b. Detail 1/FOUNDATION PLAN: DELETE any reference to “P-Contractor “.

Drawing No. S-501:

a. Detail 1/REGULAR AND PORTAL PIERS – LATERAL SECTION THROUGH PIERS WITH TIE RODS: CHANGE the note “Tie Rods Required At Column Lines 1-12” to “Tie Rods Required At Column Lines 1-11”.

Drawing No. A-101:

a. Detail A - FLOOR PLAN & Detail B - ROOF PLAN: CHANGE the scale from “3/32” = 1’-0” to 1/8” = 1’-0”.

b. Detail A - FLOOR PLAN & Detail B - ROOF PLAN: ADD note No. 1 “Provide Canopies At Door No’s 111, 112, 113 & 114 As Detailed On Drawings S-102 Detail No. 1-ROOF FRAMING PLAN, S-301 Detail No. 1 & S-701 Details 5, 6, 7 & 8. Provide Roof, Soffit & Trim System To Match The Adjacent Standing Seam Metal Roof On The Main Roof.”.

c. Detail A - FLOOR PLAN & Detail B - ROOF PLAN: ADD note No. 2 “Provide 2” 100psi Rigid Insulation Under The Full Length And Width Of The Entire Slab.”.

Drawing No. A-300:

a. Detail 1, 2 & 3 – GARAGE WALL SECTIONS – WALL SECTIONS & WALL SECTION @ O.H. DOOR: CHANGE “2” RIGID INSULATION INTERIOR LINER PANEL “to “2” RIGID INSULATION & METAL LINER PANEL “.

b. Details 3 – GARAGE WALL SECTIONS – WALL SECTION @ O.H. DOOR: CHANGE the note “MOTORIZED DAMPER FRAME AS REQUIRED CORRDINATE SIZE AND LOCATION “to “ PROVIDE 4’-0” x 6’-0” FRAMED OPENING OVER EACH OVERHEAD DOOR “.

Drawing No. A-400:

a. DELETE any reference to “GLASS FIBER REINFORCED PLASTIC PANELS TO 8’-0” A.F.F.” ADD in its place “26 GA. INTERIOR LINER PANEL “.

END OF ADDENDUM

Margaret F. Larkin
Executive Director
Design and Construction